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GENISYS Organs with APEX Technology are
a generational advancement in organ building.
APEX provides unparalleled sound clarity along
with remarkable features, representing the epitome
of digital organ technology for the 21st Century.

Revolutionizing Technology is a part of Allen Organ Company’s DNA. In 1971 Allen introduced the world’s
first digital organ, a transformative event. GENISYS Organs with APEX Technology sets the standard for organ
building in the 21st Century.

GENISYS Organs with APEX Technology
Sound Better, Include Superior Technology,
are Built Better, and Last Longer.
A digital organ uniquely harnesses state-of-the-art technology to advance an art form whose pipe organ heritage
dates back centuries. Superior digital organs require the combination of advanced technology, artistic design,
quality construction, and long-term product support. An Allen Organ offers superiority in each crucial area.

Falls Church Presbyterian,
Falls Church, VA

GENISYS Organs with
APEX TECHNOLOGY
are the culmination of
a multiyear engineering
project that brings
together advanced tone
generation technology,
along with massive
processing power and
memory storage:
Resulting in the
pinnacle of digital
organ sound.
Housed in traditional
consoles, APEX’s floatingpoint technology offers 65
times greater resolution
than fixed point- systems.
With 250 times the
memory of previous
organs, along with
premium 32-bit DACs,
APEX reproduces even the
smallest detail of organ
pipe sound. Multiple 64bit quad core processors
and gigabit ethernet
control this amazing
technology.
GENISYS Organs with
APEX Technology
sing with a clarity and
transparency of the finest
pipe organs, but also
include flexibility beyond
the confines of traditional
sounds.

St. Gabriel The Archangel
McKinney, TX

GENISYS Organs with APEX Technology take advantage
of Allen’s new and updated samples from renowned pipe
organs from around the world.
Allen’s newest Aeolian-Skinner samples solidifies its
American heritage in both sound and build quality.
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Allen Organs with APEX Technology
Sound Better
Proven Pipe Organ Sound
Today, the preference for Allen sound extends
beyond the realm of digital organ customers.
Allen has been the choice to add digital voices and
advanced consoles to hundreds of pipe organs,
including prestigious European installations,
playing a crucial role in preserving and advancing
an important art form.

Lamb of God Lutheran Church,
Flower Mound, TX

Convolution Reverberation – Real Acoustics
Today, state-of-the-art acoustical enhancement
requires convolution technology, utilizing
sampled acoustics to recreate the sonic fingerprint
of rooms, ranging from small churches to large
cathedrals. This technology also reproduces the
important sonic interplay that occurs between
pipes within organ chambers.
Allen’s Acoustic Portrait™ requires massive
computing power – approximately 400 million
calculations per second. Unlike the artificial
effect of digital reverberation still used by organ
builders, Acoustic Portrait™ produces the real
thing.
Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary Church, Dickson City, PA

Third Presbyterian Church,
Pittsburgh, PA

Uncompromising Audio Technology
Transient response is the speed of
the attack portion of pipe sound, for
example the initial “burp” of a Trumpet
voice. Consumer-grade speakers
cannot respond quick enough for this
crucial part of pipe organ sound. Allen’s
advanced audio technology faithfully
reproduces all tonal aspects for the true
“feel” and majesty of the pipe organ.
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The waveform shown is C2 of the Great 8' Tromba.

Allen’s HR-200 Speakers transient response is unequalled

SoundMatrix™ - Guarantee Against Tonal Obsolescence
Allen’s SoundMatrix includes the industry’s most extensive library of over 3,000 pipe organ
voices. While other organs may offer a few different selections per stop, Allen’s expanding
SoundMatrix Library provides access to the world’s greatest organs. As organists or musical
tastes change, GENISYS Organs with Apex Technology can evolve with stops changeable on site
via software, without requiring expensive hardware modifications, a guarantee against tonal
obsolescence.
Unique Voicing Capabilities
Skilled tonal finishing is an important part
of a successful organ installation. All digital
organs include stop-by-stop and note-bynote voicing capabilities. But Allen Organs
are not ordinary, including additional
capabilities to ensure the finest artistic results.
Allen’s voicing software includes parametric
equalization to tailor the organ to any room’s
needs.
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Advanced Technology Enhances Playability
The Elegance of Simplicity
Organ technology is a benefit only if it provides for the needs of today’s organists and music ministries.
Allen’s digital technology superiority goes beyond sound, offering unique features to meet real
customer needs!
Color Touch Screen Interface
GENISYS™ Display is the world’s most
advanced, but easiest-to-use, console interface.
Its color touchscreen offers organists access
to the instrument’s many features, without
the need for voluminous instruction manuals.
Even guest organists will immediately be
comfortable at an Allen console. This type
of user-interface technology has become the
standard for advanced technology products.
Expensive digital organs deserve no less!

Wi-Fi Connectivity
Wi-Fi technology expands product flexibility.
GENISYS™ Remote allows playback of prerecorded
hymns and other musical selections controlled by a
mobile device; a valuable tool for choir rehearsals, or
to allow the instrument’s use when an organist is not
available. Technology products without Wi-Fi are no
longer state-of-the-art.

Centre de congrès Jean-Monnier d’Angers,
France

Advanced Technology – Increased Flexibility

GENISYS™ Voices
The demands on today’s digital organs go beyond a single stoplist and pipe organ sound. Multiple
stoplists and added organ and orchestral voices increase musical flexibility. However, they also
add complexity, a challenge overcome with Allen’s revolutionary GENISYS Voices and GENISYS™
Display.
GENISYS Voices stops in each division can quickly be changed to dozens of organ and orchestral
voices, meeting flexibility demanded by today’s musicians and music ministry. Any change to
GENISYS Voices or the alternative stop lists are instantaneously shown in real-time on the
GENISYS Display.

The Art of Organ Building
Master organ builders throughout history
have understood that creating instruments
of integrity required more than a simple
collection of individual sounds. A successful
organ’s stops must complement one
another and balance. Builder reputations
have been made by understanding and
controlling these nuances. Each period
of organ building has culminated with
a master builder whose work take the
art to new levels. Today, celebrating its
50th anniversary of sampling technology,
Allen Organ Company has obtained this
preeminent position, now manifested in
GENISYS Organs with Apex Technology.

Campbell University
Buies Creek, NC

Stoplist™ Library – Multiplying Tonal Flexibility
The “signature” specification that has made Allen the world’s favorite organ over the
decades is Classic Allen. Throughout five-decades of producing digital organs, Allen
tonal directors created this specification that tens of thousands know and love.
Allen’s Stoplist Library offers additional cohesive organ Suites (specifications)
including: English Cathedral (mainly Willis samples) from the English School of
organ design; Cavaillé-Coll from the French Romantic School; Schlicker with NeoBaroque featuring sound; Arp Schnitger, one of the most renowned organ builders
of the 17th century of North-Germany; and Aeolian-Skinner, who under the tonal
direction of G. Donald Harrison, developed the American Classic tonal design; as
well as theatre organ Suites from Wurlitzer, Barton, and Morton.

Hedvig Eleonora Kyrka,
Stockholm, Sweden

Allen Organs are Built Better, Last Longer
Longevity for consumer products is often
not a consideration due to their low
cost. Cellphones and PC’s are typically
discarded after a few years. As a large
investment, customers expect significantly
greater longevity from organs, which
can only be obtained if it is built to
commercial-grade standards and includes
the builder’s commitment to longterm support. In both areas, Allen is
unmatched.
Allen Consoles
An Allen console begins with the finest
materials and fine-furniture construction,
including doweled and glued wood
joints. In addition, Allen consoles can
be customized to fit any musical need,
church décor and personal tastes and
styles.

Chapelwood UMC,
Houston, TX

Complete Organ Builder
Vertically integrated manufacturing provides unmatched customization options and
product support. Allen produces circuit boards, consoles, stop controls, and other
assemblies in-house. This, along with a commitment to provide replacement parts for
legacy instruments results in instruments that last longer and are less expensive in the
long term.
Quality Throughout
Other examples of Allen’s commitment to quality are hidden within the organ’s console.
Interior wood surfaces are finished so that they do not absorb moisture that shortens
the lifespan. Digital and power circuity are enclosed in protective metal cages to meet
Electromagnetic Interference and safety regulations, practices used in all high-tech
commercial-grade equipment. Compare an Allen Organ interior with any other organ.
There is no better demonstration of Allen’s unique commitment to quality and product
longevity.

Customer Support
While build quality is crucial for product longevity, all technology products’ lifespan are limited without the
builder’s commitment to long term customer support. Only Allen inventories millions of dollars of parts for
organs no longer in production, offering support for instruments even in their eighth decade, significantly
lowering the true cost of ownership.

The Allen Organ Company
Eight Decades of
Excellence
Throughout Allen Organ Company’s eight-decade
history, it has been the acknowledged technical
leader in organ building.
In 1971, Allen introduced the revolutionary Digital
Computer Organ, the first digital musical instrument.
Its sampling technology became the basis for all
musical instrument sound production and ultimately
evolved into broader fields, including CD players
and MP3. The significance of Allen’s technology was
acknowledged in 1972 when it received the coveted
IR-100 Award, and then with the first Allen Digital
Computer Organ residing in the Smithsonian
Institution.
Allen’s commitment to customer support and sustainable products is the result of corporate
excellence and stability. While some builders have had multiple owners, Allen remains
managed by the founding family. Customers can rely on this stability and track record, and
important art of good stewardship.

A Generation Ahead
Allen’s GENISY Organs with Apex Technology offer the pinnacle of organ design for the 21st
century. Combining the most advanced tone generation technology, unique features, build
quality and product longevity, Apex Organs make other organs obsolete.

Why settle for anything less?
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